fashion illustration templates

20 Fashion Templates to help you draw your designs professionally
Fashion Figure Templates

Design your collections using these templates to quickly outline your fashion figures and add your clothes, hats and shoes. Your designs will be proportionate and relative to a real fashion body.

Fashion Figure Templates are based on ‘9 heads’ model proportions and each division is clearly marked on each figure with slots to aid drawing within the outline.

- Fun to use in hard wearing see through material
- Can be used for all styles from swimwear to tailored jackets
- Key design landmarks shown, making design easy
- Suitable for dress designers, fashion students and beginners

How to use this book

Create Professional Looking Designs in Minutes! (with your FREE Fashion Templates E-book)

1. Collect your ideas
2. Download your FREE fashion templates
3. Print them out
4. Trace over the figures
5. Draw your Designs!

Drawing Basics

To draw a fashion figure the most important thing to remember is the proportions. I see many different figures drawn by artists that are wonderfully disproportioned but for the basics I recommend learning to just get your ideas on paper right now and worry about making your drawings art later.

‘Croquis’ are what we call the fashion figures we draw the designs on. If you are artistically impaired have no worry because there are figures out there that you can use as templates. The most important thing is getting your sketches on paper so you don’t forget them and being able to
portray your ideas efficiently and effectively to others.

**Tribute**
The artists work you see in on the front cover of this book is by am Australian fashion illustrator- Kelly Smith. Kelly’s work has been published in several fashion magazines and advertising campaigns around the world.

**Some Inspirational work to get you motivated:**
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